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Critical adsorption in a well-defined geometry
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Physics Department, The Pennsylvania State University, 104 Davey Laboratory, University Park, Pennsylvania 16801, US

~Received 26 June 2003; published 20 November 2003!

A fluid’s density profile near a wall is predicted to assume a universal shape near the liquid-vapor critical
point, a phenomenon termed critical adsorption. This universal shape is predicted to depend on the boundary
conditions of the fluid at the walls and is predicted to be a function of the ratioz/j, wherez is the distance
from the wall andj is the bulk correlation length. A body of evidence confirms the analogous phenomenon of
critical adsorption in binary fluids near the critical demixing point, but in the simple liquid-vapor system the
experimental situation is not as clear. For example, critical adsorption of SF6 was observed in porous glass for
reduced temperaturet5T/Tc21.1023. However, fort,1023 a desorption behavior is seen. This desorption
has so far resisted rigorous theoretical explanation. We report measurements of the critical adsorption of
nitrogen inside a capacitor gap with a simple parallel plate geometry and open gap of 3mm. Unlike the
previous experiments with SF6, the data show a monotonic increase in the adsorption betweent5531024 and
t51026, consistent with theoretical prediction and without any indication of desorption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of a solid boundary on a simple fluid or bina
fluid undergoing a continuous phase transition@1# was stud-
ied by Fisher and de Gennes@2#. Next to astronglyadsorb-
ing boundary, they predicted that the order parameter pro
should decay away from the boundary as

r~z!2rc5MtbP~z/j,ht2D!, ~1!

wherer(z) is the density a distancez from the boundary,rc
is the critical density,t5T/Tc21 is the reduced temperatur
j5joutu2n the bulk correlation length,D51.65 is the gap
exponent, and h5@m(r,T)2m(rc ,T)#/2kBT, where
m(rc ,T) is the chemical potential along the critical isocho
@2#. The scaling functionP(x,y) has a different functiona
form above and belowTc and is determined by the unive
sality class of the phase transition and the boundary co
tion of the order parameter at the solid boundary. Equa
~1! is obtained by taking the derivative with respect toh of
the fundamental renormalization group scaling relation
the free energy@2#. BelowTc , P(x,y) satisfies the constrain
that, forz→` andh→0, the shape of the coexistence regi
in the bulk is described byr(z)2rc5M utub, and hence
P(x,y)→1. Above Tc , for z→` and h→0, it must be
P(x,y)→0 so that@r(z)2rc#→0.

In our experiment, the order parameter profile near
wall is not directly measurable. More relevant to our me
surement is the total excess adsorption per unit area, w
for a parallel plate capacitor geometry is defined by

Gc5
1

2E0

L

@r~z!2rc#dz, ~2!

*Permanent address: Universita¨t des Saarlandes, Saarbru¨cken,
Germany.
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the integral being taken over the whole capacitor gap,
factor of 1

2 due to the fact that the capacitor is comprised
two electrode surfaces a distanceL apart. Substituting Eq.~1!
in Eq. ~2!, we obtain

Gc5AMjotb2n1B, ~3!

whereA and B are parameters that depend on the limits
integration. The parameterB takes into account the exces
adsorption due to the compression of the nitrogen by
substrate van der Waals forces, which happens even ft
→`. We estimate thatB is at most 131022 mmol/m2, i.e.,
approx two solid layers. This is comparable to the noise
our measurement ofGc . The theoretical prediction forh
50 and an ideally flat substrate isA52.0(60.5) @3#, inde-
pendent of the substrate composition so long as the attrac
between substrate and fluid is strong enough to force a
uidlike layer immediately next to the wall. This predictio
does not take into account the roughness of the electro
nor the long-ranged van der Waals field that extends into
fluid from the electrodes; these can be expected to incre
Gc ~and thereforeA) but they are not expected to affect th
power law temperature dependence in Eq.~3! @4#. The power
law dependence is expected to break down ast→0 under
two circumstances. First,G is predicted to saturate at a finit
value ast→0 whenj*L because the adsorptions on the tw
electrode surfaces begin to interfere with each other@5#. Sec-
ond, A should become temperature dependent whenhÞ0,
i.e., when the bulk fluid density next to the capacitor ga
rbulk is no longer exactlyrc ; this is a direct consequence o
the scaling law@Eq. ~1!# but has not been shown to be me
surable under realistic conditions@5#.

Binary fluid mixtures near their critical demixing poin
belong to the same universality class as the liquid-va
critical point. Ellipsometric measurement of the volume fra
tion gradients in binary fluids provides significant eviden
for Eq. ~1!, where, instead ofr, the volume fraction of a
given componentv is the appropriate order parameter@3,6#.
In pure fluids, by contrast, the experimental situation h
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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been less clear. Measurements of the adsorption of SF6 in
porous glasses confirm critical adsorption aboveTc for t
.1023 but give the opposite result, criticaldesorption, for
t,1023 @7#. So far, no one knows the precise cause of
observed desorption phenomenon. It has been suggeste
an effective bulk fieldh, in addition to the surface field tha
ordinarily causes critical adsorption, might be responsib
Since the compressibility diverges faster than critical adso
tion, the response to a bulk field tends to dominate su
ciently close toTc , potentially leading to desorption@5#. It is
not at all apparent, however, that this scenario pertains to
experiment of Ref.@7# since in their experiments the chem
cal potential is not fixed but varies with temperature. A sim
lation of a Lennard-Jones fluid confined inside a gap w
simple parallel plate geometry, which is meant to clos
mimic the experiment of Ref.@7#, including the effect of
nonzeroh, does not show any evidence of desorption@5#.
Thommeset al. @7# have suggested that the desorption co
be related to the confinement of the critical fluctuations
the pores, since the onset of desorption occurred when
correlation lengthj became much larger than the 20–30 n
substrate pore diameter. If the pore size in relation toj is so
important, however, it is difficult to explain why the sam
temperature dependence of the desorption is observed fo
adsorption of SF6 in finely divided graphitized carbon blac
~Vulcan 3G!. In Vulcan 3G, the distances between the e
posed surfaces of neighboring particles are distribu
widely, with a typical distance of 5–10 nm@8#.

In this paper, we report experimental measurement of
critical absorption of nitrogen inside a capacitor gap with
simple parallel plate geometry and open gapL53 mm. The
value Gc deduced from the capacitance data is consis
with theoretical prediction, fort between 331026 and 4
31024 and reduced densityr* 5r/rc21 between20.04
and 0.007. While we observe, as expected@5#, that the ad-
sorption saturates belowt5331026, we do not see any hin
of desorption in the data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CELL

In Fig. 1~a! we show the schematic of the experimen
cell. During the measurements, the cell is completely fil
with fluid N 2. Inside the cell, there are three electrodes co
prising two capacitors. Electrodes A and B are machined
of Cu and polished using diamond paste to a mirrorlike fi
ish. Electrode B, which is shaped like a cylinder, fits snug
inside the annulus-shaped electrode A. Electrode C con
of a circular 10-mm-thick kapton diaphragm that is stretche
and glued onto a copper ring. The kapton is plated w
aluminum on the side facing electrode B and it is perfora
away from the active region near electrode B to assist di
sive equilibrium in the cell. All the electrodes have a mirro
like finish but contain scratches and other imperfections
remain visible to the naked eye over about 1% of the ac
area. Capacitor AC, which has a gap of 260mm, is used to
measure the density of the bulk fluid. Capacitor BC, with
much smaller gap of 3.0mm, is expected to be much mor
sensitive to critical adsorption effects. For example, whet
;1026, critical adsorption is expected to produce a;1%
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increase in averager/rc within capacitor BC but only a
;0.01% increase within capacitor AC.

Because electrode C consists of a flexible, kapton d
phragm, it would be expected to deflect in response to
temperature-dependent fluctuation-induced critical Casi
force @17#, potentially obfuscating our measurement of t
density increase due to critical adsorption between electro
B and C. Another potential source of error in our measu
ment is an increase in the density inside the capacitor
due to electrostriction@9#. We find, however, that these tw
effects produce a negligible correction in the measured
sorption.

The kapton which comprises electrode C is stretched
tightly upon cooling from room temperature that it is esse
tially flat and insensitive to the various forces that a
present. We measured the deflection of the kapton diaphr
in response to a varying applied ac voltage across the
obtaining coefficient of sensitivity of the diaphragmb51.7
310210 m3/N that relates the deflection of the diaphrag
Dd to the pressureDP acting on it, i.e.,

Dd5bDP. ~4!

Based on this calibration, the critical Casimir pressure@2,10#
;FkBTc /d3 should produce a fractional change in the c
pacitance of less than 331027, even after taking into ac-

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic drawing of the Cu experimental ce
showing three electrodes A, B, and C, not drawn to scale. Capa
AC, which has a gap of 260mm, is used to measure the bulk fluid
while capacitor BC, with a gap of 3.0mm, is sensitive to critical
adsorption effects. A tilt in the cell of only 2° would be enough
that capacitor BC is situated very close to capacitor AC.~b! Sche-
matic of the cryostat showing three temperature control stages
~regulated at 77 K!, S2 ~regulated at 126 K!, S3 ~floating!, low
temperature valve V~regulated at 129 K!, and experimental cell.
1-2
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CRITICAL ADSORPTION IN A WELL-DEFINED GEOMETRY PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 056111 ~2003!
count a predicted enhancement of the force near the cri
point F,100 @10#. This is completely negligible compare
to the 0.1% increase in the capacitance of capacitor BC
to the 1% increase inr/rc due to critical adsorption.

The electrostatic pressure due to an applied ac voltagV

is given byDP5@ 1
2 «o@(V2Vo)/d#2, where«o is the elec-

tric permittivity, d is the capacitor gap, andVo is the dc
voltage drop due to contact potentials in the circuit. Duri
the measurements, the maximum ac voltage across capa
BC is 5 mV, while the maximum voltage across capacitor A
is 80 mV. The dc voltage drop is found to beVo;24 mV.
We did not do anything to try to compensate forVo because
the effect of the dc field is so small. In the worst case, wh
t;1026, the expected electrostrictive increase in the den
@9# inside the capacitor gaps due to ac and dc fields is o
0.01% in capacitor BC and 0.0001% in capacitor AC. Wh
t;1024, the increase in the density is only 431025% in
capacitor BC and 431027% in capacitor AC. An increase o
0.01% in the density is less than the scatter in our meas
ment of critical adsorption.

The most important obfuscating effect in our experime
is due to gravity which induces a gradient in the density a
function of height inside the cell@11#. As T→Tc , because of
the fluid’s diverging compressibility, gravity progressive
increases the density of the supercritical fluid in the low
half of the cell, where both capacitors AC and BC are
cated. Whent;1026, the gravity-induced increase in th
density in these capacitors is measured to be about 4%
least four times larger than the increase in density ins
capacitor BC expected due to critical adsorption. In o
analysis, we ‘‘subtract out’’ the density increase observed
capacitor AC from the data of capacitor BC. The basis of t
‘‘subtraction’’ is the assumption that the density of the bu
fluid next to capacitor BC is the same as the average den
measured by capacitor AC. Fort.1025, this assumption
works for the various densities studied in this experime
the error due to the density gradient within capacitor A
being comparable to the noise in our measurement. For
reason, we restrict the power law analysis of our datat
.1025. Closer to the critical point, fort,831026 and
ur* u,0.01, the density gradient within capacitor AC is e
pected to become sufficiently pronounced that capacitor
measures a ‘‘rounded’’ density and there is a measurably
nificant density difference between the bulk next to capac
BC and at the center of capacitor AC. This rounding a
density difference are sensitive to the precise leveling of
experimental cell, which we do not have the means of de
mining at low temperature. A tilt in the cell of 2° is within
our experimental uncertainty, especially if we consider
possible effect due to differential thermal contraction dur
the cooldown. The cell schematic in Fig. 1~a!, showing ca-
pacitor BC at a height above 99% of the fluid in capaci
AC, refers to the very unrealistic case in which we would
able to make the cell perfectly horizontal. A tilt of 2° wou
result in capacitor BC being below 40% of the fluid in c
pacitor AC, effectively much closer to the center of capaci
AC, reducing the error due to the gradient in density with
capacitor AC.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Our measurements consist of a series of experimental
where, for each run, we first adjust the average density in
the cell in the one-phase region aboveTc . Then we perform
two data runs back to back. First, we measure as a func
of temperatureCAC , the capacitance between electrodes
and C. Second, we measure the ratioCBC /CAC as a function
of temperature, whereCAC is the capacitance between ele
trodes A and C andCBC , the capacitance between electrod
B and C.

In Fig. 1~b!, we show a schematic of the cell, the vario
shields, and thermally controlled stages. Calibrated Pt th
mometers are used to measure the temperature of shield
the low temperature valve V, and the cell. Shield S1 cons
of the vacuum can which is submerged in liquid nitrogen~77
K!. A Lakeshore resistance bridge controller@12# regulates
the temperature of S2 at;126 K(61 mK). An LR-700 re-
sistance bridge controller@13# regulates the temperature of
at 129 K(61 mK). The shield S3, which isolates the ce
from S2 and V, is left unregulated and floats at a tempera
intermediate between that of S2 and V. To obtain grea
sensitivity and lower noise in our measurement of the c
thermometer, it is measured using a homemade low cur
4-lead ac resistance bridge with standard resistor bolted
the cell @14#. Because the cell is suspended from S3 us
thin stainless steel capillary with low thermal conductivit
the heating and cooling of the cell is almost completely d
to thermal radiation between it and S3. The time constan
the cell’s response to a change in the temperature of
which is about 1 day, is determined by the large heat capa
due to the thick-walled Cu cell and the weak thermal link
S3.

Because of the large thermal time constant of the cell,
allow the cell temperature to drift throughTc , rather than
control the temperature at each point. We quickly lower
temperature belowTc at the start of each data run and th
let the cell drift up slowly at'2.5 mK/hr. This drift rate is
comparable to that used in previous experiments near cri
points@15#. Because of the thick walls of the Cu cell and th
high thermal conductivity of Cu, the temperature gradient
the walls of the cell is negligible, but we need to consider
temperature gradient between the cell walls and the nitro
fluid. When we compared two data runs in which the c
was allowed to drift much faster at615 mK/hr both up and
down in temperature, a discrepancy of 3 mK was observe
the two curves near the critical point. To estimate the ma
mum likely magnitude of the error for the actual drift rat
used in the critical adsorption measurements, we compa
data obtained from nearly identical runs that approac
very close to the critical point, simultaneously withint
,1026 and r* ,1024, but with different drift rates~3.5
mK/hr vs. 2.5 mK/hr!. We observed a discrepancy in the tw
datasets on the order of 0.3 mK, only somewhat larger t
the scatter. Based on this information, we estimate an erro
t of at most 231026 for the 2.5 mK/hr drift rate used.

IV. CAPACITANCE DATA FOR LARGE GAP CAPACITOR

Figure 2~a! showsCAC , the capacitance between ele
trodes A and C as a function of temperature, measured u
1-3
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GARCIA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056111 ~2003!
an Andeen-Hagerling capacitance bridge@16# operating at
1000 Hz. Electrode B is grounded during this measurem
The various curves correspond to different fillings or avera
densities in the cell. ForT!Tc , i.e., below pointa in Fig.
2~a!, the curves collapse onto a single capacitance cu
whose temperature dependence reflects the temperatur
pendence of the bulk liquid density. This happens beca
capacitor AC is in the lower half of the cell, so that, at su
ficiently low temperature, it is located below the level of t
liquid miniscus. As the temperature of the cell is increas
eventually the liquid level drops below the level of electro
C so that the measured density no longer follows the liq
side of the coexistence curve but instead drops off appr
mately linearly withT as the capacitor empties of liquid
When the liquid level in the cell drops below the level
electrode A, capacitor AC is then completely in the vap
phase but there is still a liquid layer adsorbed onto the e
trodes. Consequently, the temperature dependence of th
pacitance between pointsb andc in Fig. 2~a! does not pre-
cisely follow the temperature dependence of the va
density in this region. As the liquid level drops further a
further inside the cell, the liquid layer adsorbed onto t
electrodes progressively thins, so that the measured de

FIG. 2. ~a! Capacitance between electrodes A and C as a fu
tion of temperature. For clarity, not all of the data, which exte
down to 125.9 K, are shown. The absolute uncertainty in the t
perature scale is about 0.1 K based on the thermometer calibra
while the uncertainty in the capacitance is about6431026 pF. ~b!
Density calculated from data of panel~a! using the Clausius-
Mossotti relation. The solid curve corresponds to the bulk coex
ence curve.
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more closely approximates the vapor density. Then, preci
at the vapor side of the coexistence boundary, pointc on the
lowest curve in Fig. 2~a!, there is a downward kink in the
capacitance. The capacitance drops off and then incre
between pointsc and d. This curious behavior at the lowe
coexistence boundary is a consequence of the grav
induced density gradient. The density of the fluid increa
as we go lower down in the cell, so that at some point n
the bottom of the cell the density is sufficiently high that
puddle of liquid is formed. The formation of this puddle h
the effect of decreasing the average density of the rest of
fluid in the cell and this is reflected, in particular, in th
lower density of the vapor measured by capacitor AC. Abo
Tc ~above pointd), there is no more liquid present anywhe
in the cell, butCAC is nevertheless observed to vary due
the aforementioned gravity-induced compression of the
percritical fluid. As the temperature is increased further s
the capacitance curves flatten out and their value now refl
the total average density of the fluid in the cell.

Figure 2~b! showsr/rc , the density normalized by the
critical density, calculated from the data of Fig. 2~a! using
the Clausius-Mossotti relation

«21

«12
5

4pa

3

r

rc
, ~5!

where a51.175 27231022 is the atomic polarizability of
nitrogen in dimensionless units@14#. In this equation, the
effective dielectric constant«5C/Co , whereC is the mea-
sured capacitance andCo is the empty capacitance. The crit
cal point is where on the coexistence curve the slope is
tical, and corresponds tor5rc and T5Tc . We fit Co by
requiring atr5rc that «5«c51.155 336@14#. Also in the
figure, we show the bulk coexistence curve from Ref.@14#,

r/rc5110.717 46utu61.520utu0.327~111.03utu0.51

22.0utu230.51!. ~6!

The 6 refers to the liquid or vapor side of the coexisten
curve. The various exponents and coefficients are taken f
Ref. @14#, where 0.327 and 0.51 are the asymptotic and c
rection to scaling exponents. However, we obtain the wi
M51.52060.001 andTc5126.318260.0002 instead ofM
51.47960.006 andTc5126.214360.0002 obtained by Ref
@14#. The differences inTc are most likely due to an incon
sequential difference in thermometer calibration. The wid
M obtained in this experiment is closer to the cubic mo
valueM51.59 @11#.

V. CAPACITANCE DATA FOR THE SMALL
GAP CAPACITOR

Figure 3~a! shows the ratioCBC/CAC , as measured by a
standard ac ratio bridge circuit@14#. By measuring this ratio
rather than individual capacitances directly, we are able
minimize the error due to temperature drift rates that var
slightly from run to run. Between different runs, when w
disconnect and reconnect the circuits, we observed shift

c-

-
n,

t-
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the measured ratio, which correspond to shifts as much
2.731022 pF in CBC . These shifts may be due to stray c
pacitances in our circuit and possible small irreproducib
ties in the adjustment of the phase in the lock-in amplifi
used in the ac ratio bridge. To correct for these shifts, si
the dielectric constant data~and therefore the ratio! must
collapse forT!Tc we adjusted all the data so that they co
lapse in this region.

In Fig. 3~b!, we showCBC , which we obtain by multiply-
ing togetherCAC from Fig. 2~b! and CBC /CAC from Fig.
3~a!. In Fig. 3~c!, we show the effective density in capacit
BC calculated from the data of Fig. 3~b! using Eq.~5! and
Co516.382 pF. This value ofCo is obtained by requiring
that the dielectric constant at temperatures far belowTc
matches that of the bulk liquid. The solid line in the figu
indicates the same bulk coexistence region which we in
cated in Fig. 2~b!.

There are several significant differences between the
of Figs. 3~c! and 2~b!. These differences are especially stri
ing below Tc . For example, along the vapor side of th

FIG. 3. ~a! Ratio of the capacitance between electrodes B an
to the capacitance between electrodes A and C measured by
bridge circuit. ~b! Capacitance between electrodes B and C a
function of temperature, determined by multiplying the data of Fi
2~b! and ~a!. The uncertainty in the vertical scale is62.7
31022 pF. ~c! Density calculated from data of panel~b!. The solid
curve corresponds to the same bulk coexistence curve shown in
2~b!.
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coexistence curve, between pointsb andc in the figure, the
effective density shown in Fig. 3~c! deviates much more sig
nificantly from the expected density due to the vapor. T
more pronounced deviation is because the liquid film
sorbed on the electrodes makes a greater contribution to
capacitance of the small gap capacitor. In Fig. 3~c!, we also
note that the calculated effective density of some of
curves shows a peaklike anomaly where the calculated ef
tive density actually exceeds the bulk liquid density. Th
anomaly is mostly likely caused by the presence of a me
stable liquid droplet on top of electrode C, whose weig
would cause the kapton diaphragm to sag, reducing the
of the gap, and giving a peaklike anomaly in the capacitan
The apparent peak in the effective density in Fig. 3~c! is then
an artifact due to our assumption that the gap did not cha
when we calculate the effective density. The most interes
difference between Figs. 3~c! and 2~b! is in the region just
above the vapor side of coexistence curve, e.g., betw
points c and d for the bottom curves in the two figures. I
these regions, the data of Fig. 2~b! typically show a dip in the
effective density, due to gravitationally induced decrease
the vapor density, but the data of Fig. 3~c! do not. This dif-
ference, we think, is due to critical adsorption onto the
pacitor surfaces, which in the case of capacitor BC comp
sates almost exactly for the effect of gravity-induc
gradients in the cell.

VI. ANALYSIS

In our analysis, we make use of data in the region bel
Tc , between 125.9 K and 126.2 K, to determine the locus
the critical temperature and critical density, but, our ma
interest is the region aboveTc , where no liquid is presen
anywhere in the cell. While Eqs.~1! and ~2! should apply
both above and belowTc , too many unknowns exist in ou
experiment just belowTc to allow for a quantitative test. Fo
example, belowTc we expect critical adsorption at both th
vapor-liquid and the liquid-substrate interfaces, but we
not have a way of separating the two effects. We also do
have a way of determining the density of the liquid fil
adsorbed on the electrodes and we do not know the pre
position of the bulk liquid level in the cell as a function ofT
which ultimately determines the thickness of the adsorb
film. Finally, belowTc we notice that sometimes liquid drop
lets appear to linger on electrode C, causing an anomal
some of the curves in Fig. 3~c!. By contrast, aboveTc we
expect no such spurious effects and there are no probl
due to liquid being formed at the bottom of the cell.

Above Tc , Eq. ~3! assumes there is no gravity present
that the density of the bulk fluid at the same height as
capacitor is constant, an increase in the capacitance oc
ring due to only critical adsorption ast→0. However, in our
experiment the density of the bulk fluid at the position
capacitor BC also increases due to gravity. In particular,
note that in both Figs. 2 and 3, the effective density increa
asT→Tc even whenT.Tc . For capacitor AC, the increas
in the density is almost completely due to gravity, the
crease due to critical adsorption being less than 0.01%.
capacitor BC, which has a much smaller gap, the incre
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GARCIA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056111 ~2003!
due to gravity and critical adsorption are comparable in m
nitude. Because capacitor BC is located close to the cent
gravity of capacitor AC, the density deduced fromCAC gives
the density of the bulk fluid at the same height at capac
BC, at least fort.1025. As a result, by using both theCAC
andCBC data, we can separate out the effects due to gra
and critical adsorption.

Figure 4 shows a blowup of the data in the region abo
Tc . Figure 4~a! shows the density calculated fromCAC ~the
large gap capacitor! and Fig. 4~b! shows the effective dielec
tric constant forCBC ~the small gap capacitor!. For each
curve in Fig. 4~a! there is a corresponding curve in Fig. 4~b!
taken under identical conditions with the same average d
sity inside the experimental cell. The thick horizontal line
Fig. 4~a! represents a constant density cut ofr5rc . The
point where this line intersects a particular data curve in F
4~a! corresponds to the temperature on that curve where
average density of the bulk fluid in capacitor AC is equal
rc . For each point in Fig. 4~a! intersectingr5rc , there is a
point on a corresponding data curve in Fig. 4~b! denoted by
a dark circle. In Fig. 4~b!, the increase in the dielectric con
stant of the small gap capacitor BC asT is reduced towards
Tc , even while the density in the large gap capacitor AC

FIG. 4. ~a! A blowup of the effective density of capacitor AC i
the region just aboveTc5126.3182 K in Fig. 2~b!. ~b! The effective
dielectric constant for capacitor BC,«BC , calculated from the data
of Fig. 3~b!. Each curve in panel~b! corresponds to a curve in pan
~a! taken under identical conditions with the same average den
inside the experimental cell. The thick solid line in panel~a! corre-
sponds to the critical density. Where this line intersects a data c
in Fig. 4~a! corresponds to a point where the average density of
bulk fluid in capacitor AC is constant and equal torc . Each of
these points corresponds to a point on a data curve in panel~b!, e.g.,
denoted by a dark circle. The increase in«BC , even while the
density in capacitor AC is constant, is due to critical adsorption
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constant, is due to critical adsorption.
We can relate the effective dielectric constant« of a par-

allel plate capacitor toGc @Eq. ~2!# in a simple way. From the
law for adding capacitances in series,we have for a gap
dimensionL,

L/«5E
0

L

dz/«~z!. ~7!

Substituting fore(Dr/rc) in Eq. ~7! and in performing a
Maclaurin series expansion, where we retain terms lin
Dr/rc , gives

Gc5
0.950 77rcL«c

2

2~«c21! S 1

«c
2

1

« D , ~8!

where, as before,«c51.155 336 is the dielectric constant
critical density. Even though the density of the bulk flu
may reach the solid density near the wall,Dr/rc;2, we find
for the temperature range of our experiment that the vari
approximations used to obtain Eq.~8! introduce at most 5%
error in the integralGc . Note that in Eq.~8! « refers to the
effective dielectric constant due to the fluid inside the capa
tor with small gapL, which is not the same as«BC . From
Fig. 1, we see that capacitor BC is comprised of a large
capacitor in parallel with a small gap capacitor. When t
cell is empty, the field due to the large gap contributes 1
pF in parallel with 14.782 pF due to the small gap. Knowi
this, from the law of adding capacitances in parallel, we o
tain

«5«BC1
1.60

14.782
~«BC2«AC!,

where«AC is the effective dielectric constant of the large g
capacitor capacitor AC and«BC5CBC/16.382 pF.

In Fig. 5~a! we show the total excess adsorptionGc ob-
tained from our data as a function of reduced temperaturt.
Each curve in Fig. 5~a! corresponds to a different fixed e
fective density in capacitor AC and hence a different ho
zontal path in Fig. 4~a!. In Fig. 5~a! the various curves do no
collapse along the vertical because in the definition ofGc
@Eq. ~3!# we substractrc not rbulk . As can be seen in Fig
5~b!, if we plot instead the corresponding Gibbs absorptio

GGibbs5
1

2E0

L

~r2rbulk!dz5Gc1
1

2E0

L

~rc2rbulk!dz,

all the data collapse on each other within the scatter.
In the Introduction, we noted two factors that potentia

would be expected to make the data in Fig. 5~b! not collapse
ast→0: large gravity-induced density gradients that deve
inside capacitor AC and the temperature dependentA in Eq.
~3! due to nonzeroh. The effects due to both these facto
depend on the magnitude ofr* . The remarkably good col-

ity
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lapse of the data in Fig. 5~b!, especially over the large rang
of densities (r* ) studied, indicates that either the two
sources of noncollapse are individually negligible within t
scatter of our data or that they compensate each other.
cause there is no estimate in the literature of the effec
nonzeroh, we cannot distinguish these two effects with c
tainty.

It is possible that the noncollapse due to gravity-induc
gradients would be negligible if the cell were slightly tilte
and it is unlikely that our experimental cell is perfectly leve
If by accident, the cell were perfectly level, then capaci
BC would be 130mm higher than the center of capacitor A
as shown in Fig. 1~a!. For t,1025 gravity would then cause
a lower density in capacitor BC and therefore an apparent
in the measuredGGibbs. The magnitude of this dip would
increase asr* →0. For t5231026, the gravity-induced
gradient forr* 520.026 would produce an apparent dip
GGibbs of 0.015 mmol/m2 while for r* 520.0075 the dip
would be 1.5 mmol/m2. However, if the cell is tilted by
;2°, this would place capacitor BC very close to the cen
of gravity of capacitor AC, substantially reducing the err
due to gravitational gradients in capacitor AC. Apart from
possible effect due to nonzeroh, then, the fact that in Fig
5~b! we do not observer* -dependent dip inGGibbs is evi-

FIG. 5. ~a! Total excess adsorptionGc calculated using the di-
electric constant data of Fig. 3~b! together with the data of Fig. 2~b!.
Each curve corresponds to a different constant effective densi
capacitor AC, where20.038,Dr/rc,0.007. For clarity, only
about one out of four data curves are shown.~b! Total Gibbs ad-
sorption GGibbs calculated from the data of panel~a!. While the
scatter inGGibbs is only 60.05 mmol/m2, there is an absolute un
certainty of60.16 mmol/m2 in the vertical scale due to the unce
tainty in CBC . The uncertainty int is 6231026 due to an uncer-
tainty in Tc of 60.2 mK.
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dence that the cell must be tilted to some degree.
The main result of Fig. 5 is that there is no hint of critic

desorption anywhere in the data,GGibbs showing only a
monotonic increase ast→0. The solid curve in Fig. 5~b! is a
least-squares fit of the data to the power law express
GGibbs5AMjotb2n1B. The data fort,1025 are shown in
the various plots. However, because the uncertainty int is
6231026 ~due to an uncertainty inTc of 60.2 mK), and
because of uncertainties due to gravitational rounding wit
capacitor AC, we have excluded the data fort,1025 from
quantitative analysis. We have also fixed the exponent at
theoretical valueb2n520.305. The fit yields AMjo
51.39(60.03)31025 mol/m2 and B520.133(60.07)
mmol/m2. ~Due to the scatter in the data, an attempt to
multaneously obtainAMjo , b2n, and B from a least-
squares fit gives errors as large or larger than the fitted
ues.! The negative value forB is unphysical because w
expectG→0 ast→`. We are not certain if the fitted valu
of B has any physical significance. However, we note that
value is comparable to the uncertainty inG due to the shifts
we noted earlier in the ratioCBC /CAC between different
runs. The resulting uncertainty in the dielectric consta
D«BC 51.631023 translates to an uncertainty inG
.0.1028 mol/m23D«50.16 mmol/m2. A power law plot is
shown in Fig. 6, where we have added 0.1
(60.07) mmol/m2 to the data from Fig. 5~b! so that the ad-
sorption extrapolates to zero fort→`. For comparison, the
thin solid line in Fig. 6 is the theoretical prediction, whe
AMjo55.45(61.3)31026 mol/m2, b2n520.305, andB
;0.

VII. DISCUSSION

Whereas in previous experiments critical desorption
SF6 was seen fort<1023 in porous media@7#, we do not see
any hint of critical desorption in any of our data. Instead, t

in

FIG. 6. GGibbs, from Fig. 5~b! corrected by adding
0.133 mmol/m2 as discussed in the text. The solid line is a lea
squares fit to the data abovet51025 also shown in Fig. 5~b!. The
vertical error bars reflect an experimental uncertainty
60.08 mmol/m2. The horizontal error bars correspond to an unc
tainty in Tc of 60.2 mK. The thin solid line is the theoretica
prediction for critical adsorption.
1-7
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results are consistent with the Fisher–de Gennes predic
for strong critical adsorption@Eq. ~3!# in the range 3
31026<t<431024. As seen in Fig. 5, the theoretical valu
of the critical exponent describing the adsorption is con
tent with our data, but the magnitude of the adsorption is
times higher than expected. Based on previous experie
with polished metal surfaces, this higher than expected m
nitude may be due to an enhancement of the surface are
the electrodes due to roughness~see, for example, Ref.@17#!.
While roughness would increase the total adsorption ins
the capacitor gap, it is predicted not to affect the tempera
dependence@4#. Another possible explanation is that the e
tra adsorption is due to the long-ranged van der Waals fo
that extend into the fluid from the substrate. However, fot
5131026 we estimate an increase inGGibbs of
0.02 mmol/m2 and for t5131026 an increase of
0.11 mmol/m2, on the basis of a crude model taking in
account the diverging compressibility of the bulk fluid ne
its critical point @11# and using the DLP formula for the
dispersion forces between substrate and fluid@17#. These in-
creases are comparable to the noise in our data. Althoug
principle electrostriction would lead to an overestimate
the trueGGibbs, we have already noted that it is of negligib
magnitude compared to critical adsorption. Other errors
herent in our experimental method cannot explain the hig
than expected adsorption because they lead to an unde
mate ofGGibbs, such as the fringe field contribution to«BC
and the error due to the slightly higher position of the c
pacitor BC relative to the center of capacitor AC.

One curious feature of the critical adsorption data in F
6 is that the adsorption is observed to saturate below
31026. We are not sure whether this flattening out is phy
cally meaningful because the deviation from the power l
behavior is comparable to the uncertainty in the reduced t
perature due to the uncertainty in the determination ofTc .
However, if meaningful, this feature can be blamed in par
at least three distinct causes: gravitational rounding@11#, the
effect of nonzeroh @5#, or saturation ofG due toj*L.
l
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As discussed in the Introduction, the presence of grav
complicates the analysis@11#, but we corrected for gravity-
induced density gradient, using the data of capacitor AC
determine when the density next to capacitor BC is appro
mately constant. The collapse ofGGibbs in Figs. 5~b! and 6
for r* between20.04 and 0.007, with no systematic tren
in the scatter, would seem to imply that the correction a
plied is adequate. As we have noted, this collapse fot
,1025 may be a somewhat fortunate result due to a sli
tilt in the cell. The effect of a temperature dependentA in Eq.
~3! has not been determined. Another possibility is that
flattening out belowt5331026 is due toj becoming com-
parable tod @5# or related in some other way to the confin
ment of critical fluctuations@7,8#. This is supported by the
observation that, fort51026, j51.6310210t20.63;1 mm,
which is only three times smaller thand;3 mm.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Our measurements of critical adsorption of nitrogen
side a capacitor gap with a simple geometry appear con
tent with the Fisher–de Gennes prediction for a strongly
sorbing boundary@2#. We do not see any critical desorptio
down to t;1026. As we pointed out in the Introduction, i
may be that the desorption observed in previous meas
ments of critical adsorption in porous glasses and exfolia
graphite is associated with the confinement of critical den
fluctuations @7,8#. Our present results neither confirm n
exclude this explanation for the liquid-vapor system. To
solve this issue, further measurements are desirable tha
delineate these two effects. Work is presently underway to
precisely this.
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